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Quiet Mind, Fearless Heart: The Taoist Path through Stress and SpiritualityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
"Reading Quiet Mind, Fearless Heart is like eavesdropping on a conversation between Lao Tzu and Joseph Campbell—a pure pleasure to read!"
     —Deepak Chopra, M.D., coauthor of The Seven Spiritual Laws of Yoga and author of The Spontaneous Fulfillment of Desire
"Quiet Mind, Fearless Heart is an enchanting piece...
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Extraordinary Comebacks: 201 Inspiring Stories of Courage, Triumph and SuccessSourcebooks, Inc., 2007

	The human spirit is among the most powerful and resilient forces on the planet, and the stories of these incredible people prove that, with commitment and perseverance, you can do anything! From daunting physical challenges to spiritual crises to utter poverty, these success stories of people young and old, rich and poor, famous and...
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Frommer's Hawaii 2013John Wiley & Sons, 2012
	
		
			Full color throughout.
	
	
		
			Free full-color, foldout map.
	
	
		
			Completely updated every year.
	
	
		
			Each of our candid hotel reviews is based on a detailed personal inspection. You'll find lavish beachfront resorts, intimate rain-forest B&Bs, family-friendly condos,...
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Program Management Leadership: Creating Successful Team Dynamics (Best Practices and Advances in Program Management)Auerbach Publications, 2013

	This is not another how-to guide for program managers or another reiteration of the Project Management Institute’s standards for program management. Instead, Program Management Leadership: Creating Successful Team Dynamics examines various leadership approaches and illustrates the value of effective leadership styles in...
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Solr 1.4 Enterprise Search ServerPackt Publishing, 2009
If you are a developer building a high-traffic web site, you need to have a terrific search engine. Sites like Netflix.com and Zappos.com employ Solr, an open source enterprise search server, which uses and extends the Lucene search library. This is the first book in the market on Solr and it will show you how to optimize your web site for high...
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Waking Energy: 7 Timeless Practices Designed to Reboot Your Body and Unleash Your PotentialHarperCollins, 2017

	Discover your most ageless, energized, joyful self with renowned mind-body-spirit innovator and fitness and wellness expert Jennifer Kries’s Waking Energy, a groundbreaking program that synthesizes the greatest wisdom traditions of the East, from Qigong to Meditation.


	Modern life can be stressful and...
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Mental Illness and Psychiatric Treatment: A Guide for Pastoral CounselorsRoutledge, 2003

	Take your rightful place on the holistic health care team, with the goal of restoring vitality of body, mind, and spirit to people suffering from emotional illness!

	

	This book is designed to bring essential knowledge and skills to the religious professional who seeks to provide special ministry to the emotionally troubled. It...
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Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl - The Definitive EditionDoubleday, 1995
An uncut edition of Anne Frank's diary includes the entries that   were originally omitted by her father--approximately one-third of the   diary--and provides insight into Anne's budding sexuality and her   stormy relationship with her mother. 50,000 first printing. $50,000   ad/promo.

Anne Frank's The Diary of a Young Girl is among the...
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Advanced Programming in the UNIX® Environment: Second EditionAddison Wesley, 2005
"Stephen Rago's update is a long overdue benefit to the community of  professionals using the versatile family of UNIX and UNIX-like operating  environments. It removes obsolescence and includes newer developments. It also  thoroughly updates the context of all topics, examples, and applications to  recent releases of popular implementations...
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New Economy Edge: Strategies and Techniques for Boosting Online ProfitabilityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Reports of the power of the internet - for businesses, customers and consumers - have swung violently in nature during the past decade. Some people claim that the ‘new economy’ is the greatest force since the onset of the Industrial Revolution, while others argue that this is hype, pointing to inflated share prices and business failures...
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Devices of the Soul: Battling for Our Selves in an Age of MachinesO'Reilly, 2007
"Self-forgetfulness is the reigning temptation of the technological era. This is why we so readily give our assent to the absurd proposition that a computer can add two plus two, despite the obvious fact that it can do nothing of the sort--not if we have in mind anything remotely resembling what we do when we add numbers. In the computer's...
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Peers, Pirates, and Persuasion: Rhetoric in the Peer-to-Peer DebatesParlor Press, 2006
PEERS, PIRATES, AND PERSUASION: RHETORIC IN THE PEER-TO-PEER DEBATES investigates the role of rhetoric in shaping public perceptions about a novel technology: peer-to-peer file-sharing networks. While broadband Internet services now allow speedy transfers of complex media files, Americans face real uncertainty about whether peer-to-peer file...
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